
Chapter 66 

“Why not?Why don’t you hurry up and apologize to Mr. Lu and Miss Jing?” 

Oxley reacted. 

Although she still felt reluctant, although she still hated Jenny with a passion, she 

understood that Biden Lu was not someone she could afford to offend. 

So, reluctantly, I said, “I’m sorry Mr. Land.” 

Biden Lu raised his eyebrows. 

“I didn’t feel the sincerity of Miss Bull’s apology.” 

Oxley clenched her fingers. 

It was just as well to be so humiliated the first time you saw the legendary, remarkable 

man, but it was still in front of Jenny. 

Intense reluctance and resentment surged deeply into his heart, yet after touching Biden 

Lu’s cold gaze, they were all suppressed. 

She took a deep breath and said it all over again, “I’m sorry Mr. Land, I was wrong.” 

“Sorry for who?” 

“Lu… “Niu Lili reacted and gave Jenny a reluctant glance, “I’m sorry Miss Jing.” 

Jenny quirked his lips. 

“What did you just say?I didn’t hear it, so louder please.” 

Lilly Niu: …. 

Biden Lu held the corners of his lips in pleasure. 



Holding Jenny’s hand, he looked agreeable, “Well, I think so.” 

Lily Niu was helpless and dared not speak up, but eventually she had to raise her voice. 

“I’m sorry Jenny, I was wrong, I apologize.” 

Jenny laughed out in pleasure. 

“That’s right!” 

She touched her face, and although the right half of her face was still a little hot and 

painful compared to Oxley’s now highly swollen two cheeks, her heart was no longer 

angry. 

“Okay, let’s go!” 

Jenny held Biden Lu’s hand and said. 

Lu Jing looked deeply into her eyes, “Just like that?” 

“Well, a bite from a rabid dog and a beating is fine, but why bother with a dog for real?” 

Biden Lu was amused by her words. 

“Well, then, I’ll do as you wish.” 

They walked out together, hand in hand. 

Behind him, He Yuanhang watched the scene, slightly shocked. 

Who didn’t know that Biden Lu had never had a woman by his side, and had never 

heard half a scandal about him over the years. 

I can’t believe he’s actually with Jenny! 

Lily Bull saw him keep staring at their backs and pushed his arm in discontent. 



“What are you looking at?” 

He Yuanhang came back to his senses. 

“Oh, nothing.” 

Niu Lili resigned, “I told you Jenny was a vixen!Back then, he charmed Rovell around, 

and now he’s climbing up to Lu Shao, this shameless b*tch!” 

Hearing her curse from her mouth, He Yuanhang’s face changed. 

When she looked at her again, there was more than a hint of disgust and impatience. 

Lily Niu seemed to realize that she had been too disoriented today. 

It was all because of that b*tch Jenny, if she hadn’t deliberately provoked herself, why 

would she show such a side in front of He Yuanhang? 

She was busy showing a look of aggravation and pulled his sleeve petulantly. 

“Yuanhang, my face hurts, take me to the hospital for treatment!I’m afraid I’ll ruin this 

face if I’m late.” 

He Yuanhang said in a deep voice, “I have things to do in the evening, I don’t have time 

to accompany you to the hospital, take this card and go by yourself.” 

He said, pulling a bank card out of his pocket and giving it to her, then he turned and 

walked away. 

Niu Li Li froze, then became furious. 

What does this He Yuan Hang mean? 

Will she stay with him when he is the only child of the He family and the family is trying 

hard to set them up? 

Now something happens and you just slip her a bank card and run away? 



She stormed out in a rage, only to see that He Yuanhang had already gotten into the car 

and drove away without mercy. 

She was so angry that she took the bank card right out of her hand 

Throw it out. 

“Get out!You’re a coward who can’t even say anything when his girlfriend gets beaten 

up!Get the hell out of my sight if you can, and never let me see you again!” 

…….. 

On the other side, Jenny Jing got into the car with Biden Lu. 

“President, where to?” 

In the meantime, Biden Lu looked at Jenny Jing’s face with a slight brow, “Go to the 

hospital first.” 

“Okay.” 

Jenny was stunned and said, “No, I’m fine, I don’t need to go to the hospital.” 

“No talking.” 

Biden Lu did not have to say anything, Jenny Jing was so fierce that he had to keep his 

mouth shut. 

The man took her face again and looked at it closely. 

I saw that the face, which had been tender and fair, was now slightly swollen, and there 

were five clear fingerprints on it. 

His eyes were much colder again. 

“You did a good job today, but next time you run into one of these crazy dogs, don’t do 

it yourself and call me, eh?” 



Jenny looked at him and tugged at the corner of her lips, “That person Niu Lili is just like 

that, when she was in high school, she liked to bully the other girls at school, I didn’t 

expect to run into her here today, sheesh-!” 

The injury on her face was touched by Biden Lu’s fingers, and she hissed softly. 

Biden Lu had to let go of her, so I heard her continue, “You’ve already avenged me just 

now, not to mention that she slapped me once and I slapped her back twice, so don’t be 

angry.” 

Biden Lu sneered. 

“What is she worth being angry about?I’m mad at you for not calling me first if 

something happens, and today was the day I arrived just in time, what if I’m late and 

that vase does fall on you?” 

Jenny’s eyes flickered. 

“No, I’ll be careful.” 

“Heh!” 

Biden Lu didn’t say anything more. 

Eyes turned to the bag next to him, seeing the black scarf inside, eyes deep. 

“What’s this?” 

“Oh, this one, for you.” 

Jenny Jing said as she took out the scarf, “I originally wanted to secretly buy it and give 

it to you for Christmas, but now I can’t, it’s been ruined, so you’ll just have to accept it.” 

Biden Lu looked at the well textured scarf in front of him. 

He looked at Jenny, “Did you pick it out especially for me?” 



Jenny nodded and looked at him with an expectant face, “How was it?Do you like it?” 

The man hooked his lips, “Like.” 

“Then I’ll put it on you!” 

“Good.” 

The man bent slightly, and Jenny put the scarf around his neck, and also made a circle 

shape that was very popular nowadays. 

After putting it on, she took a closer look at it. 

It just so happens that Biden Lu is wearing a knitted shirt and a black cashmere jacket, 

which is just perfect. 

“Does it look good?”Biden Lu asked. 

Jenny smiled and nodded, “Well, very handsome.” 

“Thank you, wife.” 

“You’re welcome.” 

Up ahead, the driving Summers silently slandered. 

It’s okay to spill dog food. 

You really don’t feel bad about spreading dog food in bad conscience, CEO? 

He had been with the president for so long, how could he not know that his lord 

president never wore turtlenecks or scarves? 

Gee, sure enough, the power of love…. 

The car arrived at the hospital quickly. 



Biden Lu handed Jenny Jing over to the doctor for medication, then walked out of the 

doctor’s office. 

He stood in the hallway and made a phone call out. 

“Within a week, I want the Niu family to disappear from Visterdem!” 

When he said this, that handsome face no longer had the gentleness he had just had 

when he was with Jenny, there was just a face full of cruelty and coldness. 

After giving the order, he hung up the phone. 

Lowering his eyes, he looked at the scarf tied around his neck for a moment and smiled 

in satisfaction. 
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The injury on Jenny’s face was nothing serious, and after the doctor examined her and 

put some medicine on her face, he let her leave. 

Once outside, I saw Biden Lu standing in the hallway, his back to the door wondering 

what he was thinking. 

She shouted and the man turned back. 

“Okay?” 

Jenny nodded, saw him holding the phone and asked, “Answer the phone?” 

“Well.” 

Biden Lu carefully stared at her face for a while, “Does it still hurt?” 

“It doesn’t hurt much.” 

The medicine the doctor put on her worked well, it was cool and clear and she soon felt 

no more pain. 



Only then did Biden Lu feel relieved. 

They still went to the Green Water Villas for dinner as planned. 

On the other hand, Niu Lili had been a little skeptical after learning that Jenny was 

actually with Biden Lu. 

She had always held herself in high esteem, and used to despise Jenny when she was 

studying. 

Later on, when the Rovell that she loved was snatched away by Jenny Jing, there was 

even more of a bone-deep hatred for her. 

It was only later when something happened to the Jing family, and Jenny Jing went from 

being a high and mighty lady to a dog with a home to go back to overnight, that she 

was able to balance her mind a little. 

Then again, when I heard from Mu Honghou that Rovell Mu had already broken up with 

her, I felt even better. 

But she didn’t expect that she would actually climb up to Biden Lu? 

How unbalanced Niu Lili felt. 

Thinking left and right, I still made a phone call to Clara. 

“Hey, Maya, what are you doing now?” 

“Rest, no, I just had something I wanted to ask you.” 

Niu Li Li will meet Jenny Jing at the shop this afternoon and Jing has. 

Of course, it hid the fact that she had been beaten, and only told of her seeing Jenny 

with a man who seemed to be Biden Lu. 

Clara was also quite surprised by this call from Niu Lili. 



But to have the opportunity to add to Jenny’s problems, she certainly wouldn’t let go. 

Right now on the phone, he fiddled with the idea of breaking up Jenny and Rovell and 

immediately telling Niu Li Li about being with Biden Lu. 

I finished and sighed. 

“Actually, if my sister really likes Lu Shao, it’s fine to be with him, I’m just worried that 

she’s doing it for something else, you know, that person my sister is…” 

Niu Lili sneered, “Of course I know, she’s a vain person, otherwise so many people were 

chasing her, why would she not want anyone and chose the rich and powerful Rovell Mu 

in her family?” 

Clara’s eyes flickered at the words. 

When she didn’t pick up on this, she heard Niu Lili ask again, “Clara, are you sure that 

Jenny Jing is really married to Biden Lu?Why is it that the more I think about it, the more 

it doesn’t make sense?” 

Clara barely smiled. 

“I don’t know about that, we haven’t had much contact over the years, but…I don’t think 

I’ve heard anything about her getting married.” 

Oxley frowned. 

She pondered for a moment, but Clara didn’t seem to want to continue this topic and 

instead asked, “By the way, isn’t there going to be a high school celebration next week, 

will you be there then?” 

“Of course I will, what about you?” 

“The headmaster invited me to be the guest performer.” 

“That’s going to be gobbledygook, so okay, I’ll see you then.” 



“Good.” 

After hanging up the phone, Cowley squeezed it and contemplated. 

The news of Jing Jenny Jing getting married, that means Jenny Jing is not married? 

What kind of person was Biden Lu, and it was thought that he wouldn’t marry her, so…. 

Her eyes flickered and she was busy flipping a number out of her phone and dialing it. 

When the call is connected, try to squeeze out a smile and ask in a sweet voice, “Feng 

Shao. 

Are you free?I have something I want to ask you about…” 

A few minutes later, Lily Bull hung up the phone. 

She looked out the window and gave a smug smile. 

She’s right. Even Jenny wants to marry Biden Lu? 

How is that possible? 

She had just asked clearly on the phone, but the Kyoto Lu family had never heard of a 

new mistress. 

Not only that, I heard that Biden Lu had a fiancée who was the daughter of the Guan 

family. 

Who’s Guanjia? 

The four great families of Kyoto, Lu, Gu, Guan, and Feng, they were people who would 

shake the whole of China with a single cough, and even Jenny wanted to fight them? 

This is ridiculous! 

After finding out about this, Niu Li Li only felt much more relaxed. 



She had just pretended that she had no intention of revealing the news, and she 

believed that before long, Jenny was going to be in deep trouble! 

But she wouldn’t mind having a little more bad luck before she had a big one! 

Thinking this, Niu Li Li’s lips quirked up into a bloodthirsty smile, picking up her phone 

and calling out again. 

“Hey, Meng Meng Li, I’m Niu Lili, you’ll all be going to this school festival, right?Of 

course my class will be there!Did your class get all the notices?Have you heard from 

Canning?She’s long gone home!Well, just let her know if you find her contact 

information, we’re all classmates at any rate…” 

The next day, Jenny received a notice from Mengmeng Li. 

Meng Meng Li was the class president of their class in high school. 

Receiving the notice of the school festival, Jenny was unexpected. 

After all, her reputation in high school had been in shambles because of that incident, 

and she’d heard about this school festival, but no one had officially notified her that she 

hadn’t originally wanted to go. 

And yet, unexpectedly, I did receive a call from Meng Meng Li. 

Jenny had no interest in this kind of activity, and she didn’t have any friends from her 

student days, much less to catch up on old times, so she didn’t want to agree. 

But couldn’t resist the repeated soft-spoken advice of Meng Meng Li on the phone, and 

finally agreed. 

After agreeing, Jenny left the matter behind and didn’t think about it again. 

Unexpectedly, a few days later, I received a call from Nina Hua asking about it. 

“Jenny, I heard that you’re also going to attend the school celebration, is that true?” 



In high school, Nina Hua and Jenny Jing were in the same class, which is why she got the 

news from Meng Meng Li. 

When he received the call, Jenny was looking over a document and answered the call 

carelessly at the news. 

“Well, it’s going, why?” 

Nina Hua paused. 

There’s a sense that it’s hard to say everything. 

“It’s not like you don’t know what they’re inviting you for.Why did you agree?” 

Jenny was stunned. 

Of course she knew what Moe Lee was trying so hard to invite her for. 

But after all, she is no longer the same Jenny from five years ago, when she was faced 

with the rumors flying around, she had no way to defend herself, and could only see her 

reputation ruined and humiliated. 

But not anymore. 

She’s got the power and the claws. 

Whoever tries to bully her one more point, she’ll give back ten points! 

I’m not afraid of people coming to her door, but I’m afraid they won’t come to her. 

Thinking of this, she taboo laughed, “You don’t have to worry about me, but it’s a school 

festival, in front of so many people, I’m still afraid that they won’t eat me?” 

“It’s just the crowds I don’t want you there, it’s not like you don’t know, because of that 

scandal five years ago, everyone thinks you did that! 



Who else would believe you but me?Li Mengmeng and the others invited you to go just 

to humiliate you in public! 

I even suspect that they were the ones who told the whole story back then! 

How can they let you off so easily now that they’ve caught a chance?” 
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Jenny Jing’s eyes were slightly deep. 

She was silent for a moment and said quietly, “Wouldn’t that be better?It’s been five 

years since this incident, and I originally didn’t want to pursue it, but if someone had to 

stab me in the face and deliberately cause me discomfort, I shouldn’t be soft, should I?” 

Nina Hua was stunned. 

“Jenny, did you think of some way to deal with them?” 

Jenny Jing curled his lips. 

“You’ll see when it happens.” 

Time passed quickly and the week went by quickly. 

In two days it will be Christmas, in the office of the president of the Lu Group, Biden Lu 

looked at the scarf hanging on the shelf, the corner of his lips curled up a smile. 

He pressed the intercom and called Summers in. 

“President, you wanted to see me?” 

Biden Lu asked, “Have you done the things I asked you to do for me before?” 

Vicky was stunned and quickly reacted to what he was asking. 

He even replied, “It’s all done already.” 



“Well, take me there after work.” 

“Okay.” 

After a pause, Vicky suddenly thought of something and pulled out an invitation from 

his bosom. 

“President, here’s an invitation for you from Azure High School, it’s having its 70th 

anniversary this weekend and I’d like to invite you to it, do you think you’d like to go?” 

Biden Lu was slightly startled. 

Subconsciously the name Azure High School felt familiar. 

Vicky saw the situation and reminded, “Madam used to study at this school.” 

Only then did Biden Lu remembered, as if there was such a thing. 

He looked very pale, “Is the wife going?” 

“It’s supposedly going to be there.” 

“Then it shall be done!” 

“Yes.” 

In the evening, after Jenny returned home, she had just finished taking a shower and 

came out, when she heard Biden Lu ask, “I heard that you’re going to attend the school 

celebration the day after tomorrow?” 

Jenny turned back, saw him sitting on the couch and nodded, “Yeah, what’s up?” 

The man’s eyes were a little grudging. 

“The day after tomorrow is Christmas.” 

Jenny was stunned. 



Somewhat confused, he fingered the scarf hanging on the hanger that he’d worn almost 

every day for the last week, “Didn’t I already give you the gift?” 

Biden Lu:…. 

My chest hurts. 

It felt like it could be salvaged a bit more. 

“Well, so courtesy of having dinner together that day?” 

“No need, I’m meeting Yao Yao to eat with us, we still have to go to the school 

celebration party afterwards!” 

Biden Lu:…. 

Forget it, give up the rescue. 

On this weekend day, Jenny got up early. 

Not that she was in a hurry to get over there, but Starflight had some business to take 

care of, and she had to hurry up before she could spare the time for the school festival 

in the evening. 

It was three o’clock in the afternoon when all the work was handled. 

Nina Hua had already called her several times. 

She had no choice but to pick it up, “Missy, I’m done, I’m on my way over now, wait for 

me, ok?” 

Nina Hua was dissatisfied, “I’ve been waiting for you for two hours, Miss Jing, at any 

rate, you are attending the school celebration, since you promised to go, can’t you take 

it a little more seriously?Not for the sake of the school’s reputation, but also for the sake 

of looking gorgeous at the party, dress up in advance, okay?” 

Jenny lost his smile, “So I’m not leaving three little hours on the clock here?” 



“Oh my God!”It was as if Nina Hua had heard a joke, “Where will three hours be enough 

for dress fittings, makeup, hair and hair styling?I’ve been at it for two hours, okay?” 

Jenny Jing smiled, “Who let you be a big star and take part in the performance at 

night?I, on the other hand, an audience member sitting in the audience applauding you, 

don’t have to get all dressed up.” 

Nina Hua impatiently urged, “Okay, I don’t care if you want to be grand or not, just 

hurry over anyway, I’ve been waiting for you over here for a long time.” 

“Okay, I’ll be right there.” 

When we arrived at the studio where Nina Hua was styling, we saw her sitting there, her 

hair already done and makeup being applied. 

Seeing her arrive, Nina Hua said evenly, “First things first, you must listen to me 

today!You’ll wear whatever I tell you to wear, you’ll wear whatever makeup I tell you to 

wear, no objections or opinions.” 

Jenny: …. 

Before I could say yes, two stylists were already coming over. 

Nina Hua pointed at Jenny and commanded them. 

“That’s her, my best girl friend, you guys make sure you dress her up for me today, and 

if anyone surpasses her tonight, that means your skills are faulty and I’ll fire you all!” 

The stylists were busy agreeing. 

Jenny was a little confused. 

“Yao Yao, what are you doing?” 

Nina Hua smiled mysteriously at her. 



“Jenny ah!Do you think I’m good to you?Those b*tches with their eyes in the gutter are 

looking down on you, trying to make fun of you, aren’t they?I’m not what they 

want!Tonight, my Jenny must be the most beautiful woman in the whole party!” 

She said, and reached out to tease Jenny. 

Jenny couldn’t help but laugh. 

“OK!Do whatever you say.” 

She knew that Nina Hua was well-intentioned, besides, she had no intention of being a 

bun tonight, so she let her go. 

Three hours later, they were both ready. 

Seeing her arrive, Nina Hua said evenly, “First things first, you must listen to me 

today!You can wear whatever I tell you to wear. You can wear whatever makeup I tell 

you to wear. No objections, no… 

The stylist picked out a sky blue hand-embroidered gown for Jenny. 

The bralette version has a windproof chest and neck and half-way up the arms but is 

made of yarn with a hand-sketched floral texture and is topped with tiny diamonds that 

sparkle and are suddenly touching. 

The bottom of the dress is a fishtail design, from the chest to the thighs is a large blue 

ocean, but to the calf, but then turned into a transparent yarn, stars and light all the way 

layered, until the trailing fishtail, the top of all the hand embroidered patterns, let a 

person look can not help but have a sense of heavenly ingenuity. 

Jenny Jing’s body was naturally good, but Nina Hua had never realized that she would 

be this good. 

The fishtail skirt, sort of, really brought out all of her figure. 

Not to mention the convex front and back, the entire spine is long and straight, and the 

concavity of the waistline, because of the design of the open back, but also highlights a 

different kind of s*xy. 



In Nina Hua’s words, it was beautiful! 

Jenny looked at herself in the mirror and also had a moment of trance. 

They say that a man depends on his clothes and makeup, and it sure seems to be true. 

The stylist picked out a pair of silver heels for her, which she paired with a handbag and 

jewellery, making her look brighter and brighter. 

Nina Hua nodded and praised, “Jenny, you’ll be gorgeous tonight, I promise!” 

Jenny laughed. 

She didn’t care if she was gorgeous or not, but it occurred to her that since it was the 

school festival and she was invited, someone would be there tonight. 

Those who pinch their fingers every day hoping she’s having a bad day and wanting her 

to have a good time, how is she going to let them have their way? 

 


